CD RECORDER INSTRUCTIONS

Power ON
Insert disc with blank side to be recorded DOWN
Wait for TOC to read disc; it will then say BLANK DISC

Tap RECORD once to go into standby mode (you should see the input meters jumping depending on level of volume on stage)
To adjust input levels, turn the L and R input knobs to the desired levels
Press PLAY to start recording

While recording tap RECORD or PAUSE to create a new track, otherwise the entire CD will be one continuous track. Hitting RECORD or PAUSE to start a new track automatically puts it into PAUSE mode, so you’ll have to hit PLAY again to restart the new track.

When finished you must FINALIZE the disc (DO NOT EJECT IT UNTIL FINALIZATION IS COMPLETE). To finalize....
Hit STOP to stop recording
Hit FINALIZE button 1x
Push the MULTI-JOG button 2x and the disc will begin finalizing. It takes about a minute to complete the disc

When it stops, hit EJECT

Power OFF
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